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I would like us to consider removing the “FIPS validation” requirement. This is a very difficult and
oftentimes impossible bar to meet. Many companies who employ encryption in their software
product leverage modules from other projects and are unaware of the status of their encryption.
However, this doesn’t mean that the encryption used is not viable. FIPS validation also places a
security and compliance practitioner into conflict when discovering vulnerabilities that have patches
but no longer FIPS validated. This ends up meaning that organizations have ongoing POAMs that
must continually be updated and adds to the amount of work required to simply document things.
My recommendation would be to take a more modern approach like Department of State has in
simply stating use of modern encryption is required. This establishes protection of data while at the
same time allow flexibility in how the requirement is met.
 
I would also like to recommend a control stipulating how an organization applies a Zero Trust
methodology. While there will be many ways an organization implements ZT, I think it’s important
that the organization acknowledges this important security aspect and has an opportunity to
describe what they are doing above and beyond simple security controls to protect their data and
infrastructure. You could allow for partial scoring for no ZTA, 3 points for 3-5 ZTA components and 5
points for 6 or more ZTA components.
 
One other aspect of the standard that concerns me is that a separate FAQ site exists that explains
how to meet controls but is not incorporated into the standard itself. I feel the FAQs should be
added as a living appendix more easily found, especially for newer organizations who do not realize
CUI protection criteria is scattered about the internet. One other thought on this is that FAQ tend to
be more prescriptive in how a control is met when that takes away from the idea of what a control
is. We should not be directing what solutions to use to meet criteria even if a brand or technology is
not specifically mentioned.
 
Finally, the 800-171 is written in a more traditional perspective where network and data boundaries
are well defined. We need to take SaaS/IaaS technologies into consideration when revising control
descriptions. Many organizations use M365, Azure and AWS to store CUI.
 
Clarify requirements for MSSPs. Some organizations use MSSPs to help monitor event activity and
respond to incidents. While there are no formally defined CUI accredited MSSPs (and arguably they
are not handling CUI), how do we ensure we are meeting security requirements? Or perhaps this
type of service is out of scope if the MSSP does not have access to CUI.
 
Please also include control scoring in the 171r3 so security practitioners do not need to refer to a
separate document when looking at controls.
 
We should also be clear on what number or which actual controls are deal breakers in compliance.
What score achieved allows CMMC certification now that 800-171 is now inextricably tied to






